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Abstract

COVID-19 has modified numerous aspects of children’s social environments. Many

children are now spoken to through a mask. There is little empirical evidence attest-

ing to the effects of masked language input on language processing. In addition, not

much is known about the effects of clear masks (i.e., transparent face shields) versus

opaque masks on language comprehension in children. In the current study, 2-year-

old infants were tested on their ability to recognize familiar spoken words in three

conditions: words presented with no mask, words presented through a clear mask,

and words presented through an opaque mask. Infants were able to recognize famil-

iar words presented without a mask and when hearing words through opaque masks,

but not when hearing words through clear masks. Findings suggest that the ability of

infants to recover spoken language input through masks varies depending on the sur-

face properties of themask.
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1 INTRODUCTION

On account of COVID-19, the language learning landscape of many

children has changed. In particular, many children hear at least some

of their language input through a mask. Given that language com-

prehension is an intermodal event where listeners capitalize on both

auditory and visual cues as adults (Rosenblum, 2008) and as children

(Lewkowicz, 2003; Lewkowicz & Flom, 2014), a degraded visual sig-

nal, arising from hearing speech through a mask, may disrupt spo-

ken language processing. The consequences of these disruptions for

young children remain unclear. The goal of the present study was to

determinewhether a central component of everyday communication—

spoken word recognition—is influenced by different types of masks

used when speaking to infants. In this study, we compared effects of

clear masks and opaque masks to unmasked speech on word recog-

nition.1 Each type of mask provides different types of information

1 By clear masks, we refer to transparent face shields that cover the entire face. By opaque

masks, we refer to surgical masks (see Figure 1a and 1b for a photograph of both types of

masks).

about the face. Clear masks allow for greater transmission of light rays

through themask. In contrast, surgical masks are amuch less transmis-

sive medium for light than clear masks. However, some lip movements

may be observable on the outer surface of themask depending on con-

tact between themouth of a speaker and the inner surface of themask.

In recentmonths, due toCOVID-19, scientists have begun to debate

the impact of masks for communication with young children (see

Spitzer, 2020, for a review). In particular, this discussion has invoked

research findings that speak to children’s reliance on facial informa-

tion for verbal communication, non-verbal communication, and other

forms of social communication (e.g., emotional signaling). Although

in many cultural settings, individuals habitually interact with children

with face coverings and there is no reason to believe this to be harm-

ful, the impact of COVID-19 is different: many children who previ-

ously encountered speech and language without masks have started

to receive some language input through masks for the first time. The

extent to which children, unattuned to masked language input, adapt

to these new conditions remains unclear. It also remains undetermined

how different types of masks, which provide different types of access

to facial cues (e.g., clear versus opaque masks), influence social and
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linguistic communication. As noted in a recent news article by Yeung

et al. (2021), as the impact of COVID-19 may endure for months or

years to come, the use of masks may continue to be a part of children’s

environments over the long term, making it important to understand

children’s capacity to adapt tomasked language input.

With respect to language processing, there are reasons to posit that

both clear and opaque masks could disrupt language processing for

children unattuned to face coverings.We address each type of mask in

turn. In the case of opaque masks, the nose and mouth area are largely

covered, obscuring a listener’s view of linguistically relevant cues orig-

inating from the mouth region. The mouth region is an important area

of focus for children when listening to speech. In the few months after

birth, infants are sensitive to information originating in this area of the

face when listening to speech (Flom & Bahrick, 2007; Kuhl & Melt-

zoff, 1982, 1984; Lalonde & Werner, 2019; Lewkowicz, 1996, 2010;

Lewkowicz &Hansen-Tift, 2012). This sensitivity has consequences for

language processing. For example, the abilities of infants to process

words are improved when verbal input is synchronous with facial cues,

demonstrating an early sensitivity to visual speech cues (Hollich et al.,

2005). In terms of specific visual cues to which infants attend when

processing speech, they demonstrate sensitivity to both temporal and

articulatory cues. In terms of temporal cues, studies have reported sen-

sitivity to temporal synchrony between the onset and offset of speech

and opening and closure of the mouth in infants, pointing to the use

of temporal cues as a means of integrating auditory and visual input

(Lalonde &Werner, 2019; Lewkowicz, 2010). This sensitivity has been

argued to be adaptive for young and inexperienced learners, helping

them to process and recognize both familiar and unfamiliar linguistic

information (Lewkowicz, 2010; Pons& Lewkowicz, 2014). Beyond tem-

poral synchrony, which is posited to be a low-level and domain-general

sensitivity (Lewkowicz, 2010), there is additional evidence that infants

may use articulatory cues (i.e., lip movements) to access more spe-

cific phonetic information about language input (Teinonen et al., 2008)

and information aboutwords in their language (Weatherhead&White,

2017). Therefore, for a range of reasons, covering the mouth area may

tax speech and language processing by providing reduced access to

informative temporal and articulatory signals.

Like opaque coverings, transparent coverings also pose challenges

to visual processing, which may impact linguistic processing. Viewing

objects behind transparent surfaces poses unique challenges to our

visual system (Anderson, 2011). When viewing objects through trans-

parent surfaces, individuals experience information from different

surfaces (or layers) within their line of sight. They experience both

the transparent medium and the surface behind the medium, both of

which need to be simultaneously recovered by perceptual systems.

Perception through transparent surfaces can be computationally

complex: although information from both sources (the medium and

the background) is collapsed into one retinal image, to compensate

for optical distortions and interpret the scene, individuals have to

“decompose” the image, correctly assigning surface properties to the

transparent medium in order to visually define objects behind the

medium (Dövencioğlu et al., 2018; Singh & Anderson, 2002). In addi-

tion, with transparent surfaces, information that lies at the boundaries
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of transparent surfaces (“X-junctions”) introduces discontinuities in

perception (e.g., changes in the geometric properties of a pen sitting in

a glass of water, above and below the surface of the water).

Viewing objects through transparentmedia differs fromviewing the

same object with no barrier. Without a barrier, visual perception of an

object depends on its intrinsic properties and lighting conditions. For

the same objects viewed through transparent surfaces, the visual per-

cept is optically distorted due to refraction and reflection. Transpar-

entmaterials, inclusive of plastic film and glass, are refractive such that

light rays change directionwhen transmitted through thesemedia. The

consequence of refraction is a change in the direction of the transmis-

sion of light by a specific quotient (the index of refraction). The index

of refraction of transparent surfaces is not uniform within regions of

a transparent surface and is generally difficult for human observers

to predict (Singh & Anderson, 2002; see also Fleming, 2014; Fleming

et al., 2011). Furthermore, the index of refraction is more complex for

a curved transparent medium, as is the case for clear masks, making

prediction of the index of refraction even more challenging. The added

complexity arises because the direction of curvature (convex/concave)

aswell as theextent of curvature lead todiffusion (concave)where light

rays diverge, or focused refraction (convex) where light rays converge,

whereas flat transparent surfaces typically refract light without diffus-

ing or focusing light (Dickinson, 1895).

Second, in addition to refraction, the reflection of light differs for

transparent and opaque surfaces. Transparent surfaces transmit light,

but also reflect light (Metelli, 1970). Reflections from transparent

objects are multifarious as light can hit the surface of a transpar-

ent object from the outside of the transparent surface (first-order

reflections, which reach the observer directly) and from the inside

of a transparent surface (second-order reflections). Images projected

from reflecting surfaces are somewhat unstable in that all orders of

reflectance changewhen lighting conditions change (e.g.,when sunlight

casts a shadow on an object) or when the object or the observer move

(Muryy et al., 2013). Therefore, reconstructing an underlying image

fromapartially reflected projection of the image requires complex per-

ceptual inference (Fleming et al., 2004). The type of reflection that

occurs with transparent surfaces (specular reflection) differs from the

type of reflection occurringwith opaque surfaces (diffuse reflection) in

a way that influences the visual percept of a transparent surface. High
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specular reflection can cause a mirror-like image on the surface of the

transparent medium, which must be reconciled with the visual percept

of the object behind themedium. High reflectance can also be distract-

ing and cause a glare that obscures an observer’s view of the stimulus

behind the reflecting surface.

In addition to refraction and reflection, viewing objects through

transparent media can have consequences for the perception of visual

contrast, color, and luminance due to the attenuation of light through

transparent media (Szeliski et al., 2000). When viewing a stimulus

through a transparent surface, reflectance of the transparent sur-

face reduces the transmission of light through the surface, which can

reduce the visual contrast of an object behind the surface, making

it appear more dull (Anderson, 1997; Kingdom, 2011; Metelli, 1970).

Transparent surfaces can also reduce perceived luminance differences

of objects behind the surface (Anderson, 2003). Transparent media

can further alter the perception of color: Depending on the extent

of transparency of a medium, the way in which a surface transmits

different wavelengths of light can influence color perception of the

object behind the medium. Surfaces that are not completely transpar-

ent (erring towards translucency) absorb certain wavelengths of light,

which can distort the color percept. Clear luminance boundaries and

color contrast are both important to auditory-visual speech percep-

tion: the availability of these cues facilitates the accurate identification

of visual cues to speech (Daubias, 2005; Jordan et al., 2000; McCot-

ter & Jordan, 2003). Overall, then, transparent surfaces introduce both

geometric (contour and shape) and photometric (luminance, contrast,

and color) distortions. These factors may make it challenging to per-

ceive visual cues to language through a transparent medium.

It remains unclear whether the intrinsic properties of clear and

opaquemasks, discussed above, influence theperceptionof speechand

language. A series of studies have investigated this question in adult

listeners. In a study that examined speech perception in adults spo-

ken to without a mask or through surgical masks, there was no cost

to speech perception when a surgical mask was used (Mendel et al.,

2008). Under noisy conditions, however, there was a marginal cost to

speech perception, which applied equally to unmasked and masked

conditions. In a similar study, Atcherson et al. (2017) compared opaque

masks with clear masks, both of which covered the mouth region only,

on speech perception under noisy conditions. For adult listeners, there

was no significant decrement in performance for either type of mask

relative to no mask. In another study, Cohn et al. (2021) investigated

effects of speech style on speech intelligibility through masks. In nor-

mal speech, therewasnodifference in intelligibility of speechproduced

with cloth masks or without a mask. In emotional speech, there was a

significant cost associated with cloth masks. Additionally, when speak-

ers were explicitly asked to produce speech clearly, there was a mask

advantage, suggesting that when asked to enunciate clearly, speakers

produce more clarity adjustments with a mask versus without a mask.

The preceding studies measured intelligibility (whether speech can be

accurately repeated), leaving the question open as to whether com-

prehension (whether speech is also understood) is similarly resilient

to the effects of masks. In a study comparing effects of three types of

opaque mouth coverings (N95 masks, surgical masks, and cloth cover-

ings) on speech perception and word comprehension in adults, Magee

et al. (2020) reported that speech perception as measured by intelli-

gibility was not adversely affected by any of the mask types, but com-

prehensionwas equally negatively affected by all three types ofmasks.

This outcome suggests that linguisticmeaningmaybeparticularly chal-

lenging to extract throughmasked language input.

For the most part, studies on language processing through masks

have focused on adults. There is currently little indication as to how

young children negotiate speech through masks. Perceptual recovery

through masked language input may be very different for adults, who

are equipped with much larger vocabularies and heightened top-down

knowledge of speech and language. In contrast, for infants, who are in

the process of building up a native vocabulary, it is important to know

whether everyday language processing is affected by masked input. In

the present study, we tested 2-year-olds on their abilities to recognize

spoken words when words were presented with no mask, through

a clear mask, or through an opaque mask. We employed a standard

preferential looking paradigm, which has consistently demonstrated

that by 2 years of age, when presented with two objects on-screen (a

target and a distractor), there is preferential fixation of the target over

the distractor upon hearing the target labeled (e.g., Ballem & Plunkett,

2005; Mani & Plunkett, 2007; Mani et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2015;

Swingley & Aslin, 2000, 2002; Wewalaarachchi et al., 2017; White &

Morgan, 2008). In line with the studies cited above, we hypothesized

that infants would preferentially fixate the target object when its

label was presented without a mask. As both opaque and clear masks

introduce different types of challenges to word recovery, we sought

to investigate how these types of coverings would influence language

comprehension in relation to each other and in relation to nomask.

2 METHOD

2.1 Participants

Twenty-four infants participated in this study (12 males and

12 females). All infants were monolingual speakers of English. The

mean age was 22.6 months (range = 22 months, 1 day – 23 months,

27 days). Four additional infants were tested. One was excluded

from the study due to technical error, one was excluded for having

insufficient data for inclusion duemaintaining an exclusive focus on the

target or distractor, and twowere excluded due to being statistical out-

liers (fixation times exceeded 2 SDs of the groupmean). Effect sizes are

typically large in this type of task (see von Holzen & Bergmann, 2021,

for ameta-analysis of studies using this paradigm). The effect size used

for this computation was derived from a meta-analysis on the current

paradigm (correct pronunciation trials) by von Holzen and Bergmann

(2021), which yielded an effect size of 1.04 (Hedges’ g) at 22 to 24

months of age. These estimates were established prior to testing and

used as a guide to sample size. Assuming this effect size applies to 24-

month-old participants (von Holzen & Bergmann, 2021) using a power

criterion of .8, a minimum of 10 participants would be required to

detect recognition of correctly pronounced words presented without
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TABLE 1 Acoustic analyses of target words

NoMask OpaqueMask ClearMask

M SD M SD M SD

Duration (s) 2.16 0.074 2.12 0.053 2.13 0.074

Average Pitch (Hz) 226.29 6.92 223.78 7.10 226.06 10.68

Average Pitch

Range

173.31 20.73 161.73 23.38 163.89 18.52

Loudness (dB) 73.28 1.50 74.14 1.42 74.29 1.70

a mask (measured by a significant increase in fixation to a visual target

after hearing it labeled relative to before hearing it labeled).

2.2 Stimuli

Eighteen monosyllabic and imageable test words served as targets

(bear, bird, boat, book, cake, car, chair, cheese, door, fork, keys, milk, shoe,

sock, soup, spoon, star, train). All targetwordswere early-acquiredwords

in English monolingual infants (Fenson et al., 2007). Labels for target

objects were recorded within the carrier phrase “Can you see the __?”.

All stimuli were recorded by a female speaker originating from the

same city as the participants. Distractor stimuli consisted of 18 images

of common objects (e.g., a ball, pen, hand, tree) andwere not labeled.

Stimuli were audio- and video-recorded under natural lighting con-

ditions by a female speaker. The female speaker wore the same clothes

and accessories, and maintained a consistent facial expression across

the three conditions. The speaker posed a neutral facial expression

throughout the videos. While we experimented with greater facial

expressiveness during piloting, a smiling expression was far more

salient in the clear mask and no mask conditions than in the opaque

mask condition, where the actor’s smile was largely obscured. A neu-

tral expression was chosen in order to minimize the affective contrast

betweenconditions and toavoid the clearmaskandnomask conditions

beingmore appealing.

The actor produced five tokens of each test word within the car-

rier phrase for each of the three conditions. From these, a selection of

one token per carrier phrase was chosen based on clarity and quality

of the recording. Each carrier phrase and word was recorded with a

clear mask, without a mask, and with an opaque mask. We measured

target word duration, mean pitch, pitch range, and loudness of words

across the three presentation conditions (no mask, clear mask, opaque

mask). Across the three conditions, stimuli were matched on target

word duration, (F[2, 51] = 1.53, p = .23), mean pitch (F[2, 51] = 0.49,

p= .62), and pitch range (F[2, 51]=1.55, p= .22).Mean loudness of tar-

getwords during presentation did not vary across the three conditions,

(F[2, 51]= 2.22, p= .12). Acoustic analyses are presented in Table 1.

2.3 Procedure

The study took place in a child-friendly room. Infants were seated next

to their parents, who wore masking music headphones throughout the

task. Participants were seated 60 cm away from the screen, in align-

ment with the center of a computer monitor. Auditory stimuli were

presented via speakers at a conversation level commensurate with

infant-directed speech (65 to 70 dB). A video camera recorded the eye

movements of the participants throughout each trial. Video records

were coded frame-by-frame offline at a frame rate of 30 frames per

second (33 ms/frame) using the ELAN coding system (Lausberg &

Sloetjes, 2009). The coder was blind to the objectives and goals of the

experiment and had no access to the speech stimuli, nor to the condi-

tion of the study. The coder was only told that each trial had a central

object anda left and right object. All codingwasdonewith a silent video

track, so it was not possible to knowwhat stimuli were being played.

The experiment began with two practice trials where participants

viewed two common objects on the left and right side of the screen, a

target and distractor. The target was labeled in the carrier phrase “Can

you see the __?”. There was no face presented on screen in the practice

trials as the objective of these trials was to familiarize infants with the

presence of objects on the left and right of the screen. After the prac-

tice trials, 18 test trials were presented, each consisting of a target and

distractor appearing on the left and right sides of the screen. The visual

angle subtended by the left and right stimuli was 14.5 degrees. During

each test trial, a video of a woman’s face appeared in the center of the

screen. The woman labeled one of the objects using the carrier phrase

“Can you see the __?” while fixating the center of her field of view. Both

objects and the woman’s face appeared on screen for the entire trial.

In six trials, the woman had no mask; in six trials, she wore an opaque

mask; and in six trials, she wore a clear mask (see Figures 1a to 1c). The

opaque mask was a normal surgical mask. The clear mask used was a

Starise re-usable transparent face shield. Trial order was randomized

within and across participants. Left-right positioning of the target was

counterbalanced across participants on the first trial, and also counter-

balancedwithin participants across trials. Although all infants received

the same targets and distractors, and targets were rotated between

conditions (no mask, opaque mask, clear mask) across infants. Target-

distractor pairings remained constant across infants as target and dis-

tractor images were roughly matched in visual salience on each trial.

As in past studies using preferential looking tomeasure infant word

recognition, trials were divided into pre-naming (0-2500 msec from

trial onset) and post-naming (2501-5000msec from trial onset) phases

(Ballem & Plunkett, 2005; Mani & Plunkett, 2007; Singh et al., 2015;

Zangl et al., 2005). On each trial, the target word appeared at the

mid-way mark (2500 msec). Target fixation during the pre-naming

phase provides a measure of baseline attention to the target object.

If participants associate verbal labels with the target object, they typ-

ically demonstrate an increase in fixation to the target during the

post-naming phase. For the post-naming window, PTL was calculated

from 367 msec after the onset of the target word based on prior

evidence that eye movements prior to this point are unlikely to be

responses to the auditory label (Canfield et al., 1997). In addition to

the word recognition task, parents of all participants completed the

MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories (Words

and Sentences) (Fenson et al., 2007) to derive an estimate of vocabu-

lary size.
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F IGURE 1 a) An example of an opaquemask trial; b) An example of a clear mask trial; c) An example of a nomask trial

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics for preferential looking paradigm

NoMask OpaqueMask ClearMask

M SD M SD M SD

(95%CI) (95%CI) (95%CI)

Pre-naming .47 .20 .49 .18 .54 .21

(.33 – .55) (.41 – .57) (.45 – .63)

Post-naming .64 .16 .65 .18 .59 .19

(.57-.71) (.57-.73) (.51 – .67)

3 RESULTS

The dependent measure consisted of proportion of fixation to labeled

targets during pre- and post-naming phases. Descriptive statistics for

proportion of fixation to labeled targets in each phase are reported in

Table 2. Data analyses were conducted using SPSS (version 27) (IBM

Corporation). As in past research using this paradigm, a significant

increase in fixation to the target during the post-naming phase relative

to the pre-naming phase suggests that participants have associated the

verbal label with the image of the target. As a first step, we analyzed

attention to videos of the speaker for the no mask, opaque mask, and

clearmask conditions to ensure that participants engaged equally with

faces in all conditions. A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no dif-

ference in fixation to videos of the speaker without a mask, with an

opaquemask, or with a clear mask, F(2, 46)= 1.21, p= .31.

We then sought to investigate effects of two relevant background

variables onword recognition: prior experiencewithmasks and vocab-

ulary size. In the first analysis, within the participant sample, we

asked parents about their children’s prior exposure to clear masks

and opaque masks. Twelve participants were fully cared for at home

and received no significant language input through a mask, 8 partici-

pants attended daycare and their primary caregiver at daycare wore

an opaque mask at all times, and finally, 4 participants attended day-

care and their primary caregiverswore an opaquemask at all times, but

switched to a clearmask (i.e., transparent face shield) when engaging in

language-related activities (e.g., vocabulary instruction, singing). Via a

one-way ANOVA, we examined whether the extent of increase in pro-

portional fixation to the target between pre- and post-naming phases

(i.e., naming effects) differed based on prior mask experience (opaque

mask, clear mask, no mask). There was no effect of type of mask expe-

rience on naming effects, F(2, 23)= .37, p= .69. In terms of vocabulary

factors, parents were askedwhether their children understood each of

the 18 words in the experiment. The mean number of words reported

to be understood was 17.23 (range: 12 to 18). Eighteen infants under-

stood all of the words. Of the remaining words, three infants did not

know the word ‘key’, three infants did not know the word “fork,” two

infants did not know the word “soup,” two infants did not know the

word “cheese,” two infants did not know the word “boat,” one infant

did not know theword “cake,” one infant did not know theword “door,”

one infant did not know the word “star,” one infant did not know the

word “sock,” and one infant did not know the word “train.” There were

nowords reportedly unknown across the sample.
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F IGURE 2 Proportion of target fixation by
phase and condition
Note: Error bars indicate SEM

Vocabulary size estimates were collected on all infants in light of

prior evidence that vocabulary size hasbeenassociatedwith the capac-

ities of infants to restore a degraded signal. In particular, it has been

suggested that infants with larger vocabulariesmay have stronger lexi-

cal representations that allow them to recover targetwords under sub-

optimal listening conditions (Newman, 2004). Using a similar paradigm

where infants view paired images displayed side-by-side accompanied

by familiar labels, Zangl et al. (2005) demonstrated that toddlers with

larger overall vocabulary size estimates were better able to recover

the underlying target word and preferentially fixate the labeled object

when the auditory signal was degraded or incomplete. In our study,

we correlated naming effects (post-naming versus pre-naming fixation

times) with vocabulary size as measured by theMCDI. Vocabulary size

referred to words that were understood and said by the infants. Mean

vocabulary size across participants was 158 words (range: 0 to 509

words). Vocabulary size was positively correlated with mean naming

effects, r(24)= .43, p= .03.On account of this association and prior evi-

dence that high vocabulary sizemay protect infants against the disrup-

tive effects of degraded input (Zangl et al., 2005), we included vocabu-

lary size as a covariate in our analyses.

Our primary analysis sought to determine whether spoken word

recognition varied on account of whether participants heard words

without masks, through clear masks, or through opaque masks. Par-

ticipants had to have at least 1 valid trial per condition to be included.

Trials were excluded if participants did not look at both the target

or distractor. As a result of exclusion based on not looking at both

objects, for the no mask condition, there were a total of 102 trials

included in the analysis out of a total of 144 trials. For the opaque

mask condition, a total of 120 trials were included. For the clear mask

condition, there were a total of 108 trials included. To determine

whether baseline interest in the objects varied by condition, we

conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA with proportion of fixation

to objects before they were labeled as the dependent variable and

condition (no mask, clear mask, opaque mask) as the independent

variable. Pre-naming target fixation did not differ by condition (F[2,

48] = .66, p = .52, BF10 = .22). Vocabulary size was not entered as

a covariate in this analysis, because vocabulary knowledge is not

believed to influence basic visual attention to objects, but rather,

vocabulary size factors into word recognition after objects are

labeled.

We then conducted a 2 × 3 (phase: pre-naming/post-naming x con-

dition: nomask, clear mask, opaquemask) repeated-measures ANOVA

with the proportion of target looking (PTL) as the dependent vari-

able and vocabulary size as a covariate. Bayes Factors were computed

via JASP (2020) using default priors for scale and location. Using a

significance criterion of .05, there was no main effect of phase, F(1,

46)= 3.12 p= .10 (BF10 = 276.04) and nomain effect of condition, F(2,

46) = .17, p = .85 (BF10 = .07). However, there was a significant inter-

action of phase and condition, F(2, 46)= 3.68, p= .02 partial eta2 = .16

(BF10 = 19.85).

To investigate the interaction further, pre- and post-naming PTL

were compared for each condition (see Figure 2). There was a sig-

nificant increase in fixation between pre- and post-naming phases

for words presented with no mask, t(23) = 3.01, p = .006, Cohen’s

d = .93 (BF10 = 7.29), and for words presented through an opaque

mask t(23) = 3.51, p = .002, Cohen’s d = .86 (BF10 = 20.01).

However, there was no significant difference in fixation to target

between pre- and post-naming phases for words presented through

a clear mask, t(23) = .71, p = .49, (BF10 = .27), providing strong

support for an effect in the opaque mask condition and in the

no-mask condition, and moderate support for a null effect in the

clear mask condition (Wagenmakers et al., 2018). Pairwise compar-

isons remained significant following Bonferroni correction formultiple

comparisons.

We repeated the analyses above with all trials removed that con-

tained words that infants reportedly did not understand. This pro-

cedure led to the exclusion of 15 trials. Across the sample, a total

of 17 words were reported to not be understood by the infants,

but 2 of these trials had already been excluded because participants

did not fixate both the target and distractor. The pattern of results
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with unknown words excluded was highly similar with a significant

interaction of phase and trial type, F(2, 44) = 5.59, p = .007, par-

tial eta2 = .20 (BF10 = 5.36). As before, a significant increase in fixa-

tion between pre- and post-naming phases was evident in trials with

no mask, t(23) = 3.27, p = .003, Cohen’s d = .97 (BF10 = 12.09) and

trials with an opaque mask, t(23) = 3.48, p = .002, Cohen’s d = .89

(BF10 = 18.82), but not in trials with a clear mask, t(23) = .14, p = .89,

(BF10 = .22).

Finally, we compared the extent of increase in PTL (i.e., naming

effects) across conditions via a repeated-measures ANOVA, again with

vocabulary size as a covariate. The difference between pre- and post-

naming fixation times served as the dependent variable. Trials where

participants did not fixate target and distractor objects were excluded,

as before. There was a main effect of condition on the extent of

increase in PTL, F(2, 44) = 3.62, p = .03, partial eta2 = .14, BF10 = .37.

Within-subject contrasts comparing each type of face covering (clear

masks, opaquemasks) to no-mask trials revealed no difference in nam-

ing effects for opaque masks versus no mask trials F(1, 22) = .57,

p = .46, BF10 = .22, but a significant increase in naming effects for no

masks versus clear masks, F(1, 22) = 7.63, p = .01, partial eta2 = .26,

BF10 = .45.

4 DISCUSSION

The purpose of the current study was to investigate the abilities of

infants to recognize spoken words through different types of masks.

In particular, we examined the abilities of infants to identify visual tar-

gets corresponding to words produced with no masks, opaque masks,

and clear masks (i.e., transparent face shields). Results demonstrated

preferential fixation of visual targets upon hearing them labeled with

no mask and through an opaque mask, but not through a clear mask.

Our findings suggest that infants are able to recover linguistic infor-

mation through opaque masks. In contrast, clear masks appeared to

bemore challenging. Thedifficulties in extracting linguistic information

through a clear mask were evidenced by the lack of target preference

only in the clear mask condition. Against a substantial backdrop of evi-

dence suggesting that infants reliably fixate labeled targets by 2 years

of age under clear listening conditions (e.g., Ballem & Plunkett, 2005;

Mani & Plunkett, 2007;Mani et al., 2008; Singh et al., 2015; Swingley &

Aslin, 2000, 2002; Swingley et al., 1999; Wewalaarachchi et al., 2017;

White &Morgan, 2008) as well as with degraded auditory input (Zangl

et al., 2005), our findings suggest that these abilities are preservedwith

opaque masks and degraded with clear masks. To our knowledge, this

study provides the first published data that compares language pro-

cessing in children with different types of masks, contributing much-

needed evidence on how linguistic communication can be optimized in

the current environment.

Itmaybenatural to ascribe linguistic advantages to clearmasks over

opaque masks as they provide a more extensive view of the face. This

reasoning was reflected in our study where a subset of our partici-

pants attended daycares where caregivers intentionally switched from

opaque masks to clear masks only when engaged in language-related

activities. It is also reflected in guidance provided by the Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention (US, 2021), which noted that clear

masks provide an alternative for young children learning to read and

for those learning a new language. However, as suggested in the Intro-

duction, clear masks may result in a less accurate visual percept of the

face based on structural properties of transparent media, specifically,

reflectant and refractive properties. In addition, transparent surfaces

interact with environmental conditions in more complex ways which

are relevant to conversational interactions. For example, movement

on the part of the person in front of the mask or behind the mask, as

well as changing lighting conditions, can alter visual information trans-

mitted through a clear mask, creating moment-to-moment disruptions

in the visual signal. In natural interactions, perceptual restoration of a

rapidly changing visual signal in response to spontaneous objectmove-

ment or lighting conditions or both may be challenging to accomplish

in real time. Opaque masks are more resistant to these disruptions

and although they occlude significant parts of the face, in some ways,

they may provide a more stable visual signal. It is possible that some

cues may remain perceptible (e.g., lip movements). These cues, if per-

ceptible, may be less warped by both the structural properties of the

mask as well as less susceptible to changing environmental conditions.

The extent towhich articulatory cues are available to listeners through

opaquemasks likely depends on the properties and fit of themask.

Our study investigated one aspect of language processing, spoken

word recognition. In typical instantiations of preferential looking

paradigms used to measure spoken word recognition, it is possible

to arrive at the visual target using auditory cues alone and the task

does not necessitate accessing any facial information. However, in

natural interactions, children encounter a range of additional cues to

word meanings. For example, adults often visually fixate an intended

referent while naming it, providing gaze cues to wordmeaning (Brooks

& Meltzoff, 2005, 2008). Having an unobscured view of the eye

region—as is the case with opaque masks—may therefore facilitate

referential communication in natural interactions. In preferential

looking experiments, leading gaze cues are typically absent, as they

were in this study. However, when gaze cues are available, infants

utilize these cues along with auditory information to guide word

recognition (e.g., Graham et al., 2010; Paulus & Fikkert, 2014). Future

studies could explore whether social cues to reference (e.g., eye gaze)

are less accessible with clear masks, which often cover the eye region

andmay therefore distort visual perception of eye gaze, versus opaque

masks, which leave the eye region uncovered.

In addition to understanding spoken language, other important

aspects of social communication may be influenced by masks, such as

the perception of emotion. In natural interactions, children use a range

of cues to identify facial expressions of emotion (Gross & Ballif, 1991;

Nelson & Russell, 2011). Both children and adults make use of the eye

region and the mouth region, although in differing ways, to identify

emotions in the face (Leitzke & Pollak, 2016). In a recent study, Ruba

and Pollak (2020) contrasted effects of lower-face opaque coverings

(opaque masks), upper-face opaque coverings (sunglasses), and no

face coverings on emotional identification in the face. School-aged

children ranging from 7 to 13 years of age were more accurate in
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identifying emotions in unmasked faces relative to those covered by

sunglasses or by opaque masks. However, children were still above

chance when identifying emotions obscured by sunglasses and opaque

masks. Performance did not differ across the two masked conditions

(sunglasses versus face masks). The authors concluded that children

readily adapt to the varyingways inwhich emotion is conveyed in natu-

ral discourse and when specific cues are inaccessible, children harness

other available cues to identify emotions. This conclusion is consis-

tent with broader evidence that linguistic cues are not necessarily

localized to one area of the face. For example, whole-head movements

provide predictive cues to vocal pitch and amplitude, which originate

from a talker’s mouth (Munhall et al., 2004) and convey vocal emo-

tion. Similarly, movement of the articulators—that specify phonetic

information—can be predicted by more global facial movement (Yehia

et al., 1998). In this sense, it is possible that listeners recover linguistic

information associated with the mouth by accessing cues elsewhere

in the face when the mouth is obscured. Further empirical work could

investigate whether facial cues that predict mouth movements and

voice quality (e.g., vocal pitch) are more easily accessed with opaque

masks or clear masks.

While the present study suggests that infants are able to recog-

nize words presented through opaque masks, future research could

compare caregiver communication through clearmasks versus opaque

masks. For example, it is possible that caregiversprovide compensatory

information, suchas increasedgaze cuesor greater vocal effort or both,

when communicating through opaque masks, given that the mouth

area is occluded. Although this possibility has not been studied in adult-

child interactions, amongst adults, speakers report committing greater

vocal effortwhen speakingwith an opaquemask (Ribeiro et al. 2020). It

could be that speaking through anopaquemask leads speakers tomake

articulatory adjustments to compensate for the medium, as demon-

strated by Cohn et al. (2021). Whether these adjustments are com-

parable when speaking through clear masks remains unknown. Fur-

thermore, understanding the extent to which adults compensate for

either type of mask when speaking with infants would better inform

our understanding on the co-regulation of communication between

child and caregiver when interacting withmasks.

Currently, little is known about how rapidly or effectively language

learners adapt to masked visual information as they gain more expe-

rience with face coverings, clear or opaque. Many children around the

world receive language input from caregiverswhowear face coverings.

Wedonot suggest that this is in anywaynegative for languagedevelop-

ment. Instead, our study investigates perceptual adaptation to masks,

that is, the ease with which infants attune to a change in the medium

through which speech is produced. Perceptual adaptation to novel lis-

tening conditions has beenwidely studied in adults (seeKleinschmidt&

Jaeger, 2015). In contrast, it is less clear how effectively young children

adapt to novel listening conditions. Future research could chartwithin-

participant development in the abilities of infants to negotiate masked

language input over time to determinewhether perceptual restoration

of masked language input improves with increased exposure to masks

and whether any observed improvement would differ for opaque ver-

sus clear masks. Along similar lines, investigating effects of individ-

ual differences in the age of infants, their vocabulary size, and their

workingmemory capacity (Nagaraj &Magimairaj, 2020), could provide

insight into the conditions under which infants can best recover accu-

rate linguistic information frommasked input.

Our findings have implications for learning language through clear

and opaque face masks, but they may also be relevant to language and

communication through other transparent media. For example, many

schools use Plexiglass barriers between students (Hyde, 2020). Similar

to clear masks, speech perception through Plexiglass barriers results

in optical distortion of the visual signal which significantly degrades

speech perception. In an empirical study on perceiving speech through

a Plexiglass barrier, effects of the barrier were perceptually similar to

viewing a speaker through significantly blurred vision, reducing the

accuracy of auditory perception of speech to almost half the level with

no barrier (Erber, 1979). Distortion is particularly high when speak-

ers and listeners are situated at relatively large distances from each

other (>60 cm), as is the case in a socially distanced classroom.Overall,

the consequences of transparent barriers for linguistic communication

remain largely unknown andmerit further testing.

Our study provides a first step towards understanding the impact of

different types of masks on language comprehension. However, there

were limitations to our study. First, it was conducted in a laboratory

setting, which is important for obtaining speech-responsive eye move-

ments without background noise. In addition, stimuli were recorded

and presented under clear conditions. In natural interactions, however,

background noise is ubiquitous, including in educational settings. Past

studies investigating language input through clear and opaque masks

in adults suggest that there is little to no decrement in speech intelli-

gibility when listening to speech through both types of masks in noisy

environments, with signal to noise ratios of+5or+10 (Atcherson et al.,

2017;Mendel et al., 2008). However, these studiesmay underestimate

the perceptual challenges introduced by background noise. As is typi-

cal in laboratory studies investigating effects of background noise, the

methods included continuous (and therefore, predictable) background

streams of conversational babble (Atcherson et al., 2017) or the noise

of a specific dental procedure (Mendel et al., 2008) overlaid on target

words and sentences. In natural environments, background noise can

be continuous or intermittent and more varied in spectral quality than

the sources of noise used in prior studies. It is not clear how infants

would fare with masked input in the context of natural sources of

background noise. Future research could examine how infants contend

with masked input under more typical listening conditions (e.g., in a

classroom setting or on a playground). It is possible that any sort of

masked input may impact word recognition under these conditions.

In addition, our task presented infants with dissimilar objects with

distinct labels. Tasks that require infants to use more fine-grained

phonological knowledge may yield different findings. Future studies

could compare fixation to target and distractors consisting of minimal

pairs (e.g., “cat” and “bat”) to determinewhethermasked input compro-

mises performance on tasks that require more granular phonological

sensitivities.

The goal of the present study was to investigate the effects of

masked speech on language comprehension in infants. Our findings
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suggest that early learners can recover linguistic input from opaque

masks, but that clear masks are more challenging for infants, even

when recognizing familiar words. While both opaque and clear masks

degrade access to visual information, optical distortions from trans-

parent media may limit the transmission of visual information through

clear masks. The present findings are relevant to the current climate

where little is knownabout howbest to optimize language input to chil-

dren while prioritizing health and safety in children’s environments.
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